
A more strategic approach to reducing drug spend 
and building system-wide supply chain solutions

SafecorLogics is a revolutionary new program from Safecor Health that enables your 
health system to warehouse and supply multiple locations from our platform, helping 
your pharmacies gain more control, savings, efficiency and support.

REIMAGINE



The SafecorLogics platform — backed by over 40 years of expertise and driven by your health system’s 
drug purchasing data — helps multi-site, multi-state health systems consolidate order volume across 
numerous hospitals, standardize items, reduce drug and packaging costs, and improve staffing.

Our strategic platform.  
Your health system’s biggest opportunity to reduce drug spend.

Safecor Health uses your health system’s drug purchasing data to perform a system-wide 
savings analysis, identifying proven, measurable savings opportunities specific to your 
health system.

Once you receive the results of your drug purchasing savings analysis, Safecor Health and 
your health system agree to a standardized selection of items, volumes and fulfillment details.

Your health system places an initial system-wide repackaging order for all hospitals under one 
wholesaler ordering account.

How it works

• Uncovering significant drug purchasing savings for your health system
• Lowering labor costs and improving employee satisfaction
• Maximizing operational performance

All with no incremental investment.
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REIMAGINE

$3.7M in annual savings  
identified for a 13-hospital health system

$1.8M in annual savings 
 identified for a 20-hospital health system

$4.2M in annual savings 
identified for a 23-hospital health system

$3M in annual savings 
identified for a 52-hospital health system



Your order is delivered to Safecor Health and repackaged into unit doses according to your 
specifications. We check each repackaged drug is for quality multiple times during the 
repackaging process.

Safecor Health stores your repackaged unit-dose products in our finished goods warehouse. 

Your health system’s hospitals use our online 
fulfillment portal to request unit-dose finished 
goods from your health system’s dedicated 
inventory in our warehouse.

Safecor Health fulfills the individual hospital’s request from your health system’s dedicated 
inventory and ships it the same day directly to the hospital.
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Your health system monitors your inventory and places bulk replenishment orders to maintain 
par levels. We repackage bulk replenishment orders into unit doses and add them to your health 
system’s finished goods inventory — and the cycle repeats!
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Have your own warehouse where you’d like to store your finished goods inventory?  
No problem! Safecor Health will work with your health system on additional options.

Drug verification

Packaging materials

Labeling and bar coding

Expiration dating

Cleaning validation



Are you ready to REIMAGINE a better way  
for your health system?

Contact Safecor Health at sales@safecorhealth.com  
or 800.447.1006 to learn more.


